
 

 
Why aren’t my new windshield drapes made with the 

carriers I selected on my order? 
 

When you placed your order we asked you to identify your current drape carrier. 

From your choice we are able to determine the type of drapery track that you have. 

We made you the best drape that will work with that track.   

Sometimes this means using a different carrier from your old one. 

 

 

Carrier #5
  
If you selected carrier #5, your old drapes were made with snaps.  We made your 

new drapes with pin hooks and supplied carrier #2, which fits the same track as #5 

and accepts pin hooks.  We do this because the new drapes, made with pin hooks, 

will: 

 

 open & close more easily 

 hang, pleat & look better 

 stack tighter when opened, and be out of the way for driving 

 be easier to remove for cleaning or service. 

 

Note to Winnebago owners: You may have small, square sliders in your curtain 

track. Remove these, then slide in your new carriers. 

 

 

 

Carriers #6 & #7
  
Carriers #6 and #7 are sew-in tabs.  Drapes made with these tabs are difficult to 

remove for cleaning or service.  If a tab breaks, it is very difficult to replace.  If you 

selected carrier #6, we made your drape with pin hooks and supplied carrier #2. If 

you selected carrier #7, we made your new drapes with pin hooks and supplied 

carrier #3. The new carriers will fit your existing track. 

 

 

 

Carrier #8 
 
Carrier #8 rolls on "I" beam track, and hooks into a loop tape that is sewn to the 

top of the drapes.  These drapes are typically not pleated, and are prone to coming 

loose as the loops break.  If you selected #8, we made your new drapes with pin 

hooks and supplied a complete set of carrier #1, which fits "I" beam track. 
 
 
 

 

 


